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Abstract—The massive amount of video data produced by 
surveillance networks in industries instigate various challenges in 
exploring these videos for many applications such as video 
summarization (VS), analysis, indexing, and retrieval. The task of 
multi-view video summarization (MVS) is very challenging due to 
the gigantic size of data, redundancy, overlapping in views, light 
variations, and inter-view correlations. To address these 
challenges, various low-level features and clustering based soft 
computing techniques are proposed that cannot fully exploit MVS. 
In this article, we achieve MVS by integrating deep neural 
network based soft computing techniques in a two tier framework. 
The first online tier performs target appearance based shots 
segmentation and stores them in a lookup table that is transmitted 
to cloud for further processing. The second tier extracts deep 
features from each frame of a sequence in the lookup table and 
pass them to deep bi-directional long short-term memory (DB-
LSTM) to acquire probabilities of informativeness and generate a 
summary. Experimental1 evaluation on benchmark dataset and 
industrial surveillance data from YouTube confirms the better 
performance of our system compared to state-of-the-art MVS. 
Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing, 
Convolutional Neural Networks, Industrial Surveillance, Multi-
view Videos, Soft Computing, Video Summarization. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE tremendous amount of video data generated by 
camera networks installed at industries, offices, and 
public places meet the requirements of Big Data. For 
instance, a simple multi-view network with two cameras, 
acquiring video from two different views with 25 frames per 
second (fps), generates 180,000 frames (90,000 for each 
camera) for an hour. The surveillance networks acquire video 
data for 24 hours from multi-view cameras, thereby making it 
challenging to extract useful information from this Big Data. It 
requires significant effort when searching for salient 
information in such huge-sized 60×60 video data. Thus, 
automatic techniques are required to extract the prominent 
information present in videos without involving any human 
efforts. In the video analytics literature, there exists several key 
information extraction techniques such as video abstraction [1], 
video skimming [2], and VS [3]. VS techniques investigate 
input video for salient information and create a summary in the 
form of keyframes or short video clips that represents lengthy 
videos. The extracted keyframes assist in many applications 
such as action and activity recognition [4, 5], anomaly detection 
[6], and video retrieval [7]. 
The domain of VS is broadly divided into single-view VS 
(SVS) and MVS. SVS summarizes a single view video and 
generates a short and representative output. SVS is a hot area of 
research and there are several traditional [8] and learned [9] 
features based techniques for smart surveillance in industries 
and various other scenarios. For instance, Mahmoud et al. [10] 
proposed an SVS pipeline by using density-assisted 
unsupervised machine learning technique known as spatial 
clustering to generate a video summary. Similarly, an SVS 
approach is presented in [11] using clustering along with 
semantical, emotional, and shoot-quality clues for user-
generated summaries. Fei et al. [12] used the fused score of 
memorability and entropy to generate final summary. Majority 
of the research in literature focus on SVS due to its simplicity 
as compared to MVS. 
MVS acquires the representative frames of multi-view 
videos (MVV) by considering both inter-view and intra-view 
correlations. The fundamental workflow of MVS follows three 
steps including pre-processing, features extraction, and post-
processing for summary generation. The pre-processing of 
MVV involves redundancy removal techniques for video 
segmentation. The features extraction aims at object detection 
or tracking, and post-processing involves different learning or 
matching based techniques for computing inter-view 
correlations and final summary generation. The final generated 
summary is useful in many applications [13-15] including 
indoor and outdoor CCTV automatic monitoring [16] for 
activities and events detection [17]. Furthermore, it can be 
utilized for post-accident scenarios investigation, retrieval 
applications, and the salient information can assist in many 
diverse domains such as law enforcements, sports, and 
entertainment. Similarly, MVS can be used in the field of 
virtual reality for creating single 360○ image view captured 
through various cameras. 
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MVS literature follows different machine learning, deep 
learning, saliency, and motion based techniques. For instance, 
Fu et al. [18] used random walks clustering applied on spatio-
temporal shot graphs. A hypergraph-based representation is 
used for computing correlations among different views which 
is then converted into spatio-temporal graph. A concept of text 
summarization, known as maximal marginal relevance (MMR) 
is used for MVS by [19]. The main idea of video MMR is to 
reward relevant keyframes and penalize the redundant ones. 
Inspired from the aforementioned work of using video-MMR 
for MVS, Ou et al. [20] proposed an online distributed MVS by 
integrating MMR with bandwidth-efficient distributed 
algorithm for finding K-nearest and farthest neighbors. They 
proposed an online keyframes generation method by 
exchanging small data between multiple sensors and the server. 
They utilized K-means clustering for final keyframes selection. 
Mahapatra et al. [21] proposed a scheme to produce a video 
synopsis for MVV based on human actions in both indoor and 
outdoor scenarios. Human actions are classified using support 
vector machine to create a video synopsis. Sparse coding is used 
by Panda et al. [22] for SVS and MVS, where they computed 
inter- and intra-view correlations in joint embedding space. The 
authors used “BVLC CaffeNet [23]” pre-trained CNN model to 
extract features for computing intra-view correlations and 
preserved them in embedding space. Finally, they used latent 
subspace clustering to utilize the features in embedding space 
for summary generation. Panda et al. [24] computed two 
proximity matrices and accumulated inter- and intra-view 
correlations to calculate pairwise Euclidean distances between 
frames. They finally used sparse representative selection over 
learned embedding for summary generation. In another MVS 
research [25], inter- and intra-view correlations are computed 
via sparse coefficients. It contains a coefficient matrix, which 
represents relative importance of segmented shots. The shots 
with highest importance score are considered as a part of the 
final summary by using clustering technologies. 
 It can be observed from the MVS literature that majority of 
the methods are based on low-level features and apply 
traditional machine learning techniques for summary 
generation. In addition, these methods generate summary 
locally without involving cloud computing [26] for faster MVS 
and instant detailed analysis. Therefore, to target these 
challenges, this article introduces an efficient framework for 
MVS that performs light weight computation locally and costly 
processing on cloud. Our key contributions are summarized as 
follows: 
1. Shots segmentation is considered as a critical step for MVS 
methods. The currently employed methods are not well-
suited for industrial settings, thus, in this paper, we present 
a target appearance-based shots segmentation mechanism. 
In industrial surveillance, different targets including 
human and vehicles are very important for further analysis. 
Thus, our framework performs target appearance based 
shots segmentation in a cost-effective manner. 
2. The stiffest and important pre-processing task in MVS is 
computing inter-view correlations, which is not well-
addressed yet with better results for MVS. In this 
framework, we introduce a novel and efficient concept of 
lookup table for computing inter-view correlations. 
Lookup table is acquired by storing the segmented shots 
with targets in a timely manner and synchronized for all 
videos. The key contribution of our proposed framework is 
computing inter-view correlations without involving any 
extra processing unlike other traditional MVS methods. 
3. The mainstream MVS techniques are based on low-level 
features that use clustering or template matching 
algorithms to generate summary. These traditional 
methods are not effective to generate a representative 
summary for industrial surveillance videos. To overcome 
this issue, we employ sequential learning for summary 
generation using deep features and DB-LSTM, which 
outputs the probabilities of informativeness for a sequence 
of frames. Thus, decision based on the information present 
inside video sequences using learned features makes our 
system a suitable candidate in terms of efficiency and 
accuracy for MVS especially in industrial environments.  
4. Industrial surveillance generates huge amount of data daily, 
needing a considerable amount of computational 
complexity and time for exploration. To efficiently analyze 
only important data, we transmit the segmented shots of 
video to cloud for MVS. Cloud computing assists in 
efficient and precise processing of video data and the 
generated summary can be processed for advanced analysis 
such as abnormal activities and violence recognition 
without any transmission delay. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 
describes all the major components of our framework in detail. 
Section III describes the experimental results and discussion. In 
Section IV, this work is concluded with recommendations for 
further research. 
II. PROPOSED MVS FRAMEWORK  
In this section, the overall working of the proposed framework 
is discussed in detail. The proposed approach is divided into 
two tiers. First tier is online which performs shots segmentation 
and preserves the shots in a lookup table in a timely manner. 
Second cloud-based tier extracts learned features from these 
shots and analyzes sequential patterns through DB-LSTM 
model for final summary generation. The overall framework 
with both tiers is visualized in Fig. 1 and explained in Section 
A and B. 
A. Online Tier 
This tier captures multi-view videos and passes them to the 
object detection trained CNN model, which detects the desired 
targets and segments the video into shots. A novel concept of 
lookup table is introduced in this framework to store the  
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Figure 1: The proposed two tier cloud-assisted framework for MVS. Online tier: it segments target appearance-based shots and stores them in a lookup table. 
Cloud-based tier: data in the lookup table is transmitted to cloud where deep features are extracted from each video frame and passed to DB-LSTM for sequence 
learning. DB-LSTM outputs the probabilities of information present in these sequences. The sequences with highest probabilities of informativeness are integrated 
together to generate final summary. 
segmented shots synchronously and transmit them to next tier 
for further processing. The online tier performs all 
computations in real-time with 15 fps. 
1) Shots Segmentation 
Shots segmentation is an important step for VS and a 
summary is heavily dependent on it. A good shots segmentation 
technique ensures better quality of summary. It is a difficult step 
because the contents of video may change abruptly without any 
sequence and it is necessary to detect these changes for 
separation of one shot from the other. In VS literature there are 
various approaches for shots segmentation. For instance, [18] 
performs activity based shot segmentation while an another 
approach presented in [27] detects shots boundaries based on 
the motion in video data. Panda et al. [24, 25] utilizes Spatio-
temporal C3D features for video representation in shots. 
Similarly, Muhammad et al. [9] exploits deep features for shots 
segmentation. The discussed techniques are not suitable for 
surveillance camera networks particularly in industrial 
scenarios because they pay no attention to human or vehicles 
while generating a summary. Further, these cameras generate 
hours long videos with different events. In these videos, human 
perform different actions and activities and vehicles may 
encounter some uncertain situations which confirms that the 
salient objects for industrial surveillance are human and 
vehicles. Thus, the video summary must include only those 
shots that contain human and vehicles. Therefore, considering 
the challenges of surveillance videos in industrial 
environments, we exploit CNN for object detection to segment 
video into shots. 
a) Fine-tuning Yolo Object Detection Model 
Recently, many studies investigated CNNs for various 
applications such as security [28, 29], medical [30], and action 
recognition [4, 5]. In this article, motivated from the 
aforementioned studies we use CNN for target detection. 
Normally object detection models are trained on objects from 
general categories with no focus on surveillance where objects 
are at larger distances and blurry, making their detection 
comparatively challenging. Therefore, we fine-tuned an 
existing object detection CNN architecture for our desired 
classes i.e., human and vehicles in surveillance scenarios. The 
fine-tuning process assists in increasing the accuracy of 
detection in surveillance scenarios even if targets are far away 
from camera. We utilize YOLO [31] object detection model 
that is extremely fast and accurate for targets detection. For 
annotation, we collected data from YouTube and MVS datasets 
including Office [18] and Bl-7F [32]. We manually labelled 
target’s locations in each frame. We trained our model for 1000 
epochs and saved the weights when the average loss reached 
0.008. YOLO treats the object detection problem as regression 
and simultaneously predicts region of interests for multiple 
classes, which is most precise and efficient. YOLOv3 contains 
a sequence of 53 convolutional layers and uses Leaky Rectifier 
after each convolutional layer as a non-linear activation 
function. The size of max-pooling layer is 2 × 2 with stride 2. 
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The major benefit of YOLO over the other object detectors is 
its fast processing with better accuracy. 
 
Figure 2: Sample results of our shots segmentation mechanism. (a) Office 
dataset and (b) industrial surveillance. These shots are stored in lookup table 
and are transmitted to cloud for further processing. Sample results show that the 
proposed system segmented only the salient shots that can be used in further 
steps for MVS. 
b) Shots Selection Mechanism 
The proposed mechanism uses the concept of multi-threading 
to perform shots segmentation parallelly. To store the 
synchronized shots of targets for all views, it is mandatory to 
process videos in parallel. Videos from multi-view camera 
network are acquired and given as input to our system. For 
every input video, a separate thread is created which processes 
it via multi-threading for the shots selection mechanism in order 
to execute this process concurrently as per requirement of the 
system for the lookup table. The frames with targets are stored 
in the lookup table for all the views at time interval T. The time 
interval T contains n number of frames which is set manually. 
In the proposed framework, we set the value of n to 15 because 
we are computing the videos with 15 fps and it ensures that no 
important information is lost. The effectiveness of our shots 
segmentation approach can be observed from Fig. 2 where our 
system selected the shots from surveillance and Office dataset 
videos with targets only.  
B. Cloud-based Tier 
The cloud-based tier is responsible for final summary 
generation. The segmented shots in the lookup table are 
received on the cloud server. Visual frame-level deep features 
from these shots for a sequence of 15 frames are extracted and 
are inputted to DB-LSTM. Finally, summary is generated on 
the basis of probabilities predicted from DB-LSTM. Each step 
is explained in detail in subsequent sections. 
1) Deep Features Extraction 
This section describes the importance and technical details 
about the deep features extraction mechanism of our proposed 
framework. It is very difficult task to classify the nature of an 
image on the basis of information present in it. Therefore, we 
investigated CNN and LSTM to decide whether a sequence of 
frames is informative or not. There are some low-level features 
based concepts for finding the informativeness of frames such 
as entropy [9] and complexity [33]. Entropy designates the 
informativeness of a frame, higher is the value of entropy more 
informative is the frame and vice versa. Similarly, higher 
complexity value for a frame indicates the more 
informativeness of the frame and vice versa. The discussed 
methods for information computation are based on low-level 
features and not suitable for MVV having camera instability 
and illumination. To overcome these challenges, we employed 
CNN and exploited a DB-LSTM model to compute 
informativeness of a sequence of frames in every sort of 
environment. We conducted experiments using light-weight 
CNNs such as SqueezeNet and MobileNetV2 [34], but the 
obtained results were not convincing. The dense layers of these 
CNNs fail to represent the discriminative features in the 
sequence of frames to fed them into DB-LSTM model. 
Therefore, we utilized the learned features of AlexNet [35] 
CNN model. It is trained on a large-scale ImageNet [36] dataset 
for classification. However, it is proven from recent studies [37, 
38] that the initial layers of pre-trained CNN model process an 
image using convolutional kernels, which can extract local 
semantic representation of an image. While the parameters in 
deeper layers of pre-trained CNN model can capture global and 
discriminative patterns in an image which can be used for many 
other tasks. We have utilized the features of a deeper layer for 
frame representation in our sequence learning process to 
compute the informativeness. The final layer of AlexNet 
architecture outputs 1×1000 feature vector for a single frame. 
We have extracted features from the sequence of 15 frames of 
video and the obtained feature vector is input to DB-LSTM for 
further processing which is explained in the next section. 
Although deep features extraction requires a lot of 
computational power but in our proposed framework, we 
perform this step on cloud to save time and resources of local 
servers. 
2) Learning via DB-LSTM 
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) take input at multiple time 
steps and analyze the sequential patterns from the previous data 
unlike traditional deep neural networks which consider only a 
single input. Traditional RNN has two sources of input which 
takes a new input at each time step and receives the output of 
previous time step. As simple RNN takes input and generates 
output at each time step, therefore it falls into vanishing 
gradient problem which forgets the effect of a longer sequence. 
Thus, RNN is not a good option for finding temporal-sequential 
patterns in long-term time series data. LSTM has the solution 
to vanishing gradient problem of simple RNN by exploiting 
different gates. It has analogue gates (input, forget, and output 
gates) that help in learning long-term sequential information. 
The LSTM takes decision using element-wise multiplication 
and sigmoid activations for gates to be opened or closed. The 
“Forget gate” in LSTM chooses information to throw away 
from memory cell state and outputs 0 or 1 for each number in 
the cell state where 1 means “keep this” and 0 represents “get 
rid of this”. The “input gate” decides where the input needs to 
be taken on this time step or not while a tanh activation layer 
creates a vector of new candidate values (Ct) that is added to the 
cell memory. Next, the old cell state at (Ct-1) is updated to new 
cell state (Ct) by multiplying old state with new input followed 
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by an activation function. In the proposed framework, we 
stacked two layers of LSTM on top of each other to form DB-
LSTM that helps in learning long-term changes. In deep or 
multi-layer LSTM the output of the bottom layer is inputted to 
the top layer and previous state of the same layer. The bi-
directional structure of LSTM processes the sequence in 
forward and backward directions which help to learn from the 
past and future changes in the sequence. For more explanation 
about DB-LSTM, readers can refer to [39]. Usually, LSTM 
gives output at different time steps which is decided by sigmoid 
activation of the output gate. However, we used the output of 
the final state of LSTM that exhibits full processed sequence 
which is then fed to Softmax classifier for final prediction.  
Deep features are extracted from a sequence of 15 frames at 
time T and forward propagated to DB-LSTM for learning 
whether a sequence of frames is informative or not. The 
employed DB-LSTM contains 256 memory cells and is trained 
for 500 epochs, having 60% training, 20% validation, and 20% 
testing samples. The optimal learning rate after several 
experiments is selected as 0.001 for cost optimization by using 
stochastic optimization [40]. Finally, we obtain a trained model 
that is able to classify sequences as informative or non-
informative which helps in final summary generation. 
3) Summary Generation Mechanism 
Although the final nominated skims are important enough, 
yet there is a possibility that some visually similar sequences 
are selected as summarized skims. This problem makes the final 
summary generation step challenging which is tackled in the 
proposed technique by selecting only those frames as final 
summary whose probability is maximum for the 
informativeness class. Thus, the best fit frames with highest 
probabilities are considered in the post-processing step which 
ensures a diverse and representative summary. In this step, the 
frames with maximum probabilities are combined together to 
generate a single summarized video representative of all the 
views. The final summaries with probability scores can be 
observed from Fig. 3 where the frames with maximum 
probabilities from a sequence are part of the final summary. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, our proposed MVS framework is 
experimentally evaluated using two perspectives i.e., objective 
and subjective. The results are generated using different 
evaluation metrics including precision, recall, and F1-measure 
[32]. The proposed approach is evaluated using Office dataset 
[18] that is publicly available to research community. 
Furthermore, the experimental results are compared with other 
state-of-the-art MVS methods to prove the effectiveness of our 
proposed framework. 
A. Experimental Settings 
The proposed system is implemented in Python language 
version 2.7 using Spyder integrated development environment. 
The very famous deep learning framework Caffe is utilized for 
extracting learned features from AlexNet [35] model. Another 
deep learning framework TensorFlow is used for the 
implementation of DB-LSTM. Furthermore, we used two 
computers with different configurations for assessment of our 
proposed system. First configuration is used for online tier and 
the second one is for the cloud-based tier. The online tier is 
executed in real-time with 15 fps to make the process efficient 
and effective. Description of the systems is given in Table I.  
 
Figure 3: Sample frames for each view generated by our proposed framework. (a) A, B, C walk out, B put on coat, D walk in, D sit down, E walk out, E walk in, 
B walk away, (b) B sit down at middle sit, A look at the middle sit, A, B, C walk out, A walk in, A sit down, (c) B put on coat, A stand up, D walk in, E walk out, 
and(d) A, B, C walk out, E walk out, E walk in, B walk away. 
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Figure 4: Sample keyframes from generated skims using our proposed framework for industrial surveillance videos. First row has the keyframes of a video in 
which an employee tries to fix some leakage problem in the pipes where he creates mess by leaking the whole pipe. The same idea is revealed in the keyframes 
and can be observed very easily from the start to end. He brings a small ladder to fix the leakage which is not reachable and then he brings another big ladder to 
reach the pipe. In the last frames the employee creates a big hole in the pipe where water sprints and he falls. In the second row, last two columns represent 
keyframes of a video where an employee falls from a certain height and other workers comes for his rescue. Third row contains the keyframes where certain stuff 
falls from the roof on workers and they try to escape. The last row represents an industry indoor video where an employee is doing some regular cleaning activity. 
As visualized in figure the frames with only employees doing certain activity or going out of room are extracted by our proposed framework.
B. Datasets and Data Acquisition  
The proposed system is evaluated using publicly available 
benchmark Office [18] dataset for MVS and different single-
view industrial surveillance videos from YouTube. The target 
appearance is achieved through YOLOv3 object detection 
model. We fine-tuned the existing model for only two classes 
by providing extra data from surveillance videos containing our 
targets. Furthermore, we also collected different sequential 
short clips from Office and Action recognition [41, 42] datasets 
for walking and sitting class. The data also contains industrial 
surveillance videos downloaded from YouTube. We acquired 
400 short videos for informative class and 300 for non-
informative class. The sequences are marked as informative and 
non- informative based on the presence of an event. This data 
is fed into AlexNet CNN model for features extraction which 
are forwarded to DB-LSTM for sequence learning. The MVS 
dataset used for evaluation is discussed below. The details of 
surveillance videos downloaded from YouTube for training 
purposes are given in Table II. 
TABLE I 
PERFORMANCE MATRIX FOR OFFICE MVS DATASET COMPUTED FOR EACH 
VIEW INDIVIDUALLY 
View Precision Recall F1 Score 
Event 
Recall 
office-0 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.88 
office-1 0.94 0.85 0.89 0.85 
office-2 0.94 0.88 0.91 0.88 
office-3 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.87 
1) Office Dataset [18] 
It is one the most popular datasets in MVS literature. Office is 
the first dataset in MVS research and is used by most of the 
MVS techniques for experimental evaluation. This dataset is 
created using 4 stably-held cameras in an office with no 
synchronization among them. There are various light conditions 
at different views in this dataset. Thus, these challenges in 
Office dataset makes it difficult for evaluation of MVS 
methods, leading to their poor achievement in terms of accuracy 
to date. 
C. Objective Evaluation 
This section explores the comparison of our proposed 
framework with existing MVS research methods for the Office 
dataset to show its better performance. The metrics used for 
comparison are precision, recall, and F1-score for a fair 
comparison of our proposed framework with state-of-the art. 
Precision directs the aptitude of a VS technique to remove 
useless frames. Recall indicates the capability of a VS 
technique to keep the salient information in the generated 
summary. Therefore, to prove the better performance of our 
framework we used these metrics for evaluation. Sample 
keyframes from different skims of all views of the Office 
dataset are represented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 the representative 
frames for industrial surveillance videos are visualized. The 
results in terms of events analysis from Office dataset in each 
view are given in Table III. It is clear from the last column of 
Table III that recall value ranges between 0.85 and 0.88 that 
indicates the better event detection of our proposed framework. 
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Similarly, it can be observed from Table IV that we compared 
our framework with seven existing approaches. The most recent 
candidate paper for comparison is published in 2017 and we 
compared our results with their method [25]. We also compared 
our framework with other approaches based on MVS. A gap in 
the value of precision can be observed in Table IV where our 
system is lagging behind from the state-of-the-art [25] due to 
the presence of some redundant frames in the final summary. 
The proposed approach outruns all the existing methods and F1-
score is improved 0.1 compared to [25], which is considered as 
the best among all MVS approaches. The last column indicates 
the event recall value which is increased by 1.2 from [43]. Thus, 
the objective evaluation reveals that our system outruns the 
state-of-the-art and proves to be a better option for MVS in 
industries. 
TABLE II 
 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SURVEILLANCE VIDEOS WITH DIVERSE TYPES OF ACTIVITIES 
S.no Title Link Description 
1 Target Warehouse Forklift Follies 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=2tma-zFkDEY   
Industry video with a person fixing leakage of water pipes. The video resolution 
is very low and contains noise. 
2 
Couple stealing fuel bungle a getaway 
from Mt Warren Park petrol station 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=NTMT0KDp7SM  
Low resolution video with persons and vehicles at a petrol pump. A person 
attempts to steal car from a lady. 
3 
Anchorage Jail surveillance video of 




CCTV footage of a prisoner’s death from different views with variable light 
conditions and low resolution. 
4 
EXCLUSIVE: Chilling CCTV 
footage of Karabo Mokoena's killer 




Surveillance of disposal of a human body. Video contains multiple subjects 
from different views.  
5 
Industrial Warehouse Thief is 
Arrested in Los Angeles, California 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=fZzbef-eu-Q  
A thief in an industry trying to steal some materials. The person is very far from 
the camera and video is captured at day time with extreme lighting conditions 
6 
Man Attempts to Steal Supplies and 
is Arrested - Industrial Security 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=hdtquo_n2BE   
A man is arrested in this video who is trying to steal supplies from an industry. 
7 
Sometimes Security Cameras catch a 
gem! 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=4i_GFrlaStQ   
A surveillance video with person and vehicle. The camera is very far from the 
targets and has low resolution 
8 
Surveillance video of van attack on 
Dutch newspaper office 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=zUmu9v3J3KA   
A person in a vehicle hits the office building and then fires it. The video is made 
in dark and the person and vehicle is far from the camera. 
9 
Unfukinbelievably tragic workplace 
accidents. Mature content 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=j776Vfy1hzM&t=6
4s   
A video with various surveillance accidents. Some clips from this whole video 
are used for experiments. 
10 
Target Employee driving 
wave...badly 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=6blZ12ZSJtM   
Employees working in a lobby, the main focus is on a worker who is cleaning. 
Other workers pass by him. The resolution of the camera is low. 
 
Figure 5: Statistical data of 10 users for the values of enjoyability, informativeness, and usefulness. Each user is asked to assign score between 0 and 1. All the 
participants assigned good scores to the usefulness of the generated summaries. An average enjoyability for all the participants is close to 0.9. The informativeness 
score assigned by many participant’s ranges between 0.7 and 0.95 
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D. Subjective Evaluation 
Due to the subjective nature of VS domain, only objective 
evaluation of a method is not enough to show its validity. To 
further evaluate the better performance of our proposed 
framework, we carried out a user study. In this study, 10 
participants are provided with the Office dataset videos, ground 
truth for the office dataset, and the summary generated by our 
proposed framework. Furthermore, we provided them the 
summary produced from industrial surveillance without any 
ground truth to decide whether the generated summary is rich 
of information or not. The candidates who participated in the 
survey are Master and PhD students familiar to the field of 
computer vision and have experience of evaluation of different 
methods. The age of participants ranged from 22 to 28 years. In 
order to carry out an unbiased survey, we asked the participants 
to submit the results after two days so that they can comfortably 
answer to the questions without any pressure of time. The 
questions for evaluation of our framework are almost the same 
as provided by [18]. The users were asked to assign score 
between 0 and 1 to all questions. The overall statistics of users 
are given in Table V, while individual scores are visualized in 
Fig. 5. 
TABLE III 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK WITH STATE-
OF-THE-ART ON OFFICE DATASET. 
Methods Precision Recall F1 Score Event recall 
[18] 1 0.61 N/A N/A 
[43] 0.41 0.63 0.50 0.75 
[27] 1 69.2 81.79 N/A 
[32] 27.5 75.6 0.40 0.45 
[22] 1 0.73 81.48 N/A 
[24] 1 0.70 0.81 N/A 
[25] 1 0.81 0.89 N/A 
Ours 0.93 0.860. 0.90 0.87 
E. Time Complexity Analysis 
The details about time complexity for summary generation on 
local computer and cloud server are given in Table VI. It can be 
observed from Table VI that it is feasible to generate summary 
on cloud server in terms of processing time. The specification 
of both local and cloud servers are the same but the only 
difference is that cloud server employs GPU computing. The 
video used for testing is Office-1 having 235.8 Mb size, 9 
minutes 4 seconds length, and 15 fps. 
TABLE IV 
TIME ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR 
SUMMARY GENERATION ON CLOUD SERVER AND LOCAL COMPUTER 
Platform Processing time (seconds) 
Local server/ Personal computer 2048.88 
Cloud server/GPU 343.01 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In today’s modern era surveillance networks are installed 
almost everywhere. These networks generate 24 hour videos on 
daily basis with significant redundancy, leading to wastage of 
storage resources as well as making their analysis difficult. 
Motivated by these challenges, we proposed an effective CNN 
and DB-LSTM based MVS framework. Our framework first 
segments the multi-view videos into shots based on the 
appearance of human and vehicles. The segmented shots 
acquired in online tier are stored in a lookup table with 
timestamp and then transmitted to cloud for further processing. 
Thus, our system only transmits the useful and desired data to 
cloud and plays a vital role in saving bandwidth and 
computational resources. In the cloud-based tier, we used a 
CNN architecture to extract deep features from a sequence of 
15 frames. We input these features to DB-LSTM which is 
trained to learn informative and non-informative sequence of 
frames and outputs probabilities for these two classes. At last, 
the sequences with highest probabilities of informativeness are 
included in the final summary. Extensive experiments and 
comparisons with other state-of-the-art techniques verify the 
dominance of our system.  
Currently, we used heavy weight CNN model that we want 
to replace by optimized deep learning model with similar or 
higher accuracy. Furthermore, we want to extend our 
framework through some supplementary analysis steps such as 
activity recognition and analysis for instant reporting about the 
abnormal activities. 
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